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Abstract 
In this paper we describe an experiment in automatic generation of test suites for protocol 
testing. We report the results gained with generation of test suites based on advanced verifica- 
tion techniques applied to a real industrial protocol. In this experiment, several tools have been 
used: the commercial tool GEODE (VERILOG) was used for the generation of finite state 
graph models from SDL specifications, the tool Aldebaran of the CADP toolbox for the 
minimization of transition systems, and a prototype named TGV (for Test Generation using 
Verification techniques) for the generation of test suites which has been developed in the CADP 
toolbox. TGV is based on verification techniques uch as synchronous product and on-the-fly 
verification. These tools have been applied to an industrial protocol, the DREX protocol. The 
comparison of produced test suites with hand written test suites proves the relevance of the used 
techniques. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Testing is a crucial point in software development, and especially for the develop- 
ment of protocols, considering the intrinsic difficulty of their design. Several kinds of 
tests are used in this context. Among these, conformance testing is a protocol testing 
method which consists in checking an implementation of a single protocol entity 
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against its specification [18]. Interoperability testing is situated at the service level. 
It consists in checking that the implementation of several communicating entities 
satisfies the specification of the global service. in both cases one has a specification 
and an implementation of a system. Testing consists in checking that the inter- 
actions of the implementation with its environment through points of control and 
observation (PCO) conform with the specification. The implementation under 
test (IUT for short) is stimulated by a tester which simulates the environ- 
ment. According to this experiment, the tester produces a verdict. One experiment 
is described by a test case. It is a tree in which each branch is a sequence of inter- 
actions decorated with verdicts. Each test case checks a particular property generally 
defined with a test purpose. Test cases are organized in a hierarchy which constitutes 
a test suite. 
The goal of testing is to find errors in the implementation. Proving correctness is 
elusive as it is generally impossible to describe a finite set of interactions which could 
prove the conformance of the implementation with respect to the specification. One of 
the main problems is then to describe in a systematic way a test suite large enough to 
have a good confidence in the implementation. 
In this paper, we argue on the use of verification techniques for the automatic 
generation of test suites. We focus on a particular experiment of our generation tool. 
A more complete description of models and algorithms on which this tool is based is 
available in [12]. From the methodological point of view, we have tried to take into 
account the methods used by practitioners. This is the reason why we use test 
purposes to select test cases. Informal test purposes are formalized by automata. 
A similar approach appears in [lS], in which test purposes are formalized by Message 
Sequence Charts (MSC). We will see in paragraph 4.1 what are the main differences 
between these two approaches. The other input of the tool is a formal description of 
the protocol in the SDL language [6] which is supposed to be correct i.e. it is the 
reference model of the protocol. The algorithm which constitutes the heart of the 
generation tool is our main contribution. It is based on verification technology. Its 
principle is to traverse a synchronous product of the state graph of the specification 
and the automaton describing a test purpose, while synthesizing a test graph. This test 
graph is then unfolded in a tree in the TTCN format (Tree and Tabular Combined 
Notation) [18]. 
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we make a brief survey of 
existing automatic methods for the generation of test suites and sketch the links 
between test generation and verification. In Section 3, we describe the industrial 
context of the study and give a short description of some tools also used in the 
same study and some tools used in our experiment. Section 4 describes the ingre- 
dients involved in the test generation process, i.e. test purposes, test cases, con- 
formance relation, the specification and test architecture of the DREX protocol. 
We then describe in Section 5 how test cases are generated. Section 6 analyses 
the results obtained in the experiment. Finally, we draw some conclusions in 
Section 7. 
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2. State of the art 
2.1. Automated generation of test suites 
Over the last twenty years, a considerable amount of work has been done on the 
subject of automated generation of test suites according to the economic challenge it 
reflects. Nevertheless, their use in the real world is still in infancy [16]. Beyond the 
performance of the algorithms, we must elaborate further on their integration in 
assisted methodologies. 
Some automatic methods in protocol testing come from circuit testing and are 
based on automata theory (see, for example, [14, 7,20,25, 13, 51). Their principle is to 
consider the specification and the implementation as Mealy machines i.e. finite state 
automata in which transitions are labelled with inputs and outputs. The general 
principle is to test each transition of the specification i.e. reach the source state, apply 
the input and check that the output is correct and check the target state. They 
essentially differ on the way the target state is checked. The applicability of these 
methods requires some assumptions on the specification which are generally too 
strong to be realistic. Moreover the algorithms are generally too complex and produce 
very long test cases. Among these methods, the simplest, least powerful but most 
applicable method is called transition tour. Its principle to make a tour of all 
transitions of the specification without checking the target state. 
Some other methods come from testing theory [9, 1,3,10,21]. The formalism used to 
model the implementation, the specification and test suites is labelled transition systems 
i.e. states and transitions labelled with actions between states. A conformance relation 
between the specification and the implementation [3,4] defines which implementations 
are correct. The generation algorithm builds a tester i.e. a process which may generate 
all possible sequences allowing to decide the conformance of the implementation with 
respect to the specification. Except in [22,23], conformance relations make no distinc- 
tion between inputs of the IUT which are controllable by the environment, and outputs, 
which are only observable by the environment. Another problem is tc t selection as the 
tester has infinite behaviour but the testing activity must be finite. 
As far as we know, there does not exist commercial tools which generate test suites 
and none of these methods, except transition tours, is really used in the industry of pro- 
tocols. Practitioners still write test suites by hand or with the help of a simulator. One 
reason is that all automatic methods are based on a formal specification of the protocol 
and the specification is often informal. Moreover, practitioners know by their experi- 
ence that it is not reasonable to try to validate all possible behaviours of their protocol. 
It is why they use test purpose to select some parts of the protocol that they want to test. 
2.2. VeriJication and test 
Verification consists in checking that a specification satisfies a property which may 
be given by a temporal logic formula or another more abstract specification. Although 
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the verification problem is different from the test problem the models used in both 
activities are very similar. The operational semantics of specifications can be defined 
in terms of transition systems. The algorithmic of verification presents a very large 
spectrum of features: partial verification, on-the-fly checking, reductions, etc., which 
are all relevant for the problem of test generation from a formal specification. Since we 
work on verification techniques for several years and we think that verification 
techniques can be used in the context of test generation, we have decided to extend the 
open verification toolbox CADP (the Caesar-Aldebaran-Distribution-Package from 
VCrimag [ 111) with a test generation feature. 
3. Context of our experiment 
3. I. Industrial context 
The experiment related here has been conducted during an industrial contract for 
the Direction G&h-ale pour 1’Armement of the French Army. Partners of this contract 
are VERILOG, CNET (Centre National d’Etude des Ttltcommunications), Cap Sesa 
RCgions and our two research groups (Spectre from Grenoble and Pampa from 
Rennes). This study started in November 1994 and ended in November 1995. The goal 
was to prove that the automatic generation of test sequences is feasible and profit- 
earning in an industrial context. Three tools have been studied and/or developed, 
TVkda-V3 (CNET), Topic (VERILOG) and our prototype TGV (INRIA). In order to 
compare the methods and tools, these three tools had to generate test suites starting 
from the same SDL specification of the DREX protocol (see Section 4.3) and test 
purposes in natural language. It appears that finally the consortium agrees on 
different components of a realistic test generator, and that TGV represents a good 
demonstrator of the main ideas. This is why we think that TGV and the results 
obtained with it deserves to be presented. TV&da and Topic are briefly described 
below. The paper will focus on the results of TGV. 
3.2. Description of some tools 
In this section, we briefly describe the main principles of TV&da and Topic V2, the 
two other test generation tools involved in the study. We then describe the tools and 
environment used in our experiment. 
3.2.1. TV&da 
TV&da-V3 is a test generation tool from CNET [ 191 which accepts both Estelle and 
SDL formal description techniques and can produce test suites in TTCN format. 
T&da-V3 may compute test kernels with two strategies: symbolic computation or 
reachability analysis. Only symbolic computation was used in the study. The principle 
is to avoid the enumeration of data values of the specification. The specification is 
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translated into an extended finite state machine (EFSM). TV&da computes a path 
from a source state of the EFSM to a target state in accordance with conditions on 
variables values. This path is transformed into a tree when non-determinism of the 
specification is considered. 
3.2.2 Topic V2 
Topic V2 is a prototype of VERILOG developed inside the simulator of the 
commercial tool GEODE (see below) and based on a previous prototype Topic [ 171. 
Its principles are quite similar to those of [15]. It takes as inputs an SDL specification 
and test purposes described as MSCs. The algorithm computes a graph constrained 
by the test purpose and unfolds it into a tree which is translated into TTCN. 
3.2.3. Tools used by TGV 
GEODE [2] is an SDL commercial tool developed by VERILOG. This tool 
supports requirement analysis, graphical design for data, architecture, communica- 
tion and state machines, simulation and code generation. The simulator allows 
interactive simulation or automatic simulation for exhaustive verification. 
GEODE has been used by TGV as an SDL front-end in order to produce the state 
graph of the specification (see the details in Section 5). 
CADP, the Caesar Aldebaran Distribution Package [l l] is a toolbox developed by 
Verimag at Grenoble. It is composed of several tools and environments among which 
Aldebaran and Open/Caesar that were used by TGV: 
Aldebaran is a tool which performs reduction and comparison of graphs according 
to various equivalence relations and preorders. 
Open/Caesar is an open environment for rapid prototyping of verification algo- 
rithms or other algorithms based on traversals of transition systems. This is allowed 
by the presence of libraries for the management of graphs and memory. Transition 
systems may be given implicitly by functions produced by the Lotos compiler Caesar 
or by other compilers or explicitly in the Aldebaran graph format. The implicit re- 
presentation is interesting for “on-the-fly” algorithms i.e. algorithms based on traversals 
of the transition system without explicit construction of the complete transition system. 
TGV has been developed in the CADP toolbox. It uses the libraries of Open/Caesar 
for the management of graphs and memory. In the experiment, it used an explicit 
representation of transition systems but an on-the-fly version is currently being 
developed. Aldebaran has been used for the minimization of state graphs produced by 
GEODE and translated into the Aldebaran graph format. 
4. Ingredients of the test generation process 
In this section we define test purposes and how they have been formalized, the 
conformance relation used, test cases and their verdicts. We then present he specifica- 
tion of the DREX protocol used in the study and its test architecture. 
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4.1. Test purposes and their formalization 
Experts in test know that they cannot test all parts of the WT. It is the reason why 
they use test purposes in order to select some particular parts to be tested. A test 
purpose defines a property of the system that one particularly wants to check on the 
IUT. It is generally composed of two parts: 
l a context which describes a constraint that must be applied to the TUT before 
testing. 
l a behaviour which defines the sequencing of some interactions between the IUT and 
its environment. 
In our experiment with the DREX protocol, the context part is described by filters 
used as inputs to the GEODE simulator. A filter describes aset of forbidden actions. It 
is particularly useful for fixing the results of some undefined operators of the SDL 
specification. 
The behavioural part of the test purpose is specified by an automaton. The 
transitions of the automaton are labelled with interactions of the specification with the 
environment. The automaton is acyclic except implicit loops in each state. This allows 
to describe test purposes at an abstract level without considering all interactions of 
a sequence. The automaton has accepting states labelled with the keyword Accept. 
A sequence of observable actions applied to this automaton is accepted if it has 
a sub-sequence labelled with actions of the automaton reaching an accepting state. 
In an approach by [ 151, test purposes are formalized by Message Sequence Charts 
(MSCs). An MSC describes an observable behaviour which cannot be interrupted i.e. 
observable interactions are forced to be immediate successors. Thus no abstraction is 
possible and an MSC describes the part of the test case which is the most difficult to 
compute. However, a mixing approach could be investigated. An automaton or any 
other formalism could have some transition sequences which are interruptible and 
others which are not. 
4.2. Test cases and conformance 
A test case is a tree in which each branch describes a sequence of interactions 
between the tester and the IUT. In protocol testing, test cases are often described 
with the Tree and Tabular Combined Notation (TTCN [18]). The role of a test case 
is to detect if an IUT conforms with its specification according to a particular test 
purpose. 
This implies to formally define what is conformance. The conformance notion used 
in this experiment is basically the relation ioconf, described in [22,23]. Informally, 
an IUT I conforms with a specification S, according to a set of traces P if, after all 
observable trace in F, the outputs of I are included in the outputs of S. In our case, 
9 is the subset of traces of S which are accepted by the automaton of the test purpose. 
In order to detect non conformance, some transitions of test cases are decorated 
with verdicts. The meaning of verdicts is the following. 
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FAIL means that the IUT does not conform to the specification. According to the 
conformance relation, a FAIL verdict is assigned to each input of the tester which 
does not correspond to any output of the specification. This is achieved by adding an 
implicit. Otherwise FAIL in each state. FAIL verdicts are also assigned to timeouts 
(see below). 
(PASS) means that the sequence from the initial state corresponds to an interac- 
tion sequence of the specification and is accepted by the test purpose automaton. It is 
temporary verdict because after this sequence another sequence called postamble 
should reach the initial state. The execution of this postamble can still produce FAIL 
verdicts. 
PASS is a definitive verdict meaning that the initial state has been reached after 
a (PASS) verdict. The sequence between (PASS) and PASS identifies a postamble. 
INCONCLUSIVE is used when an input of the tester corresponds to an output of 
the specification which either cannot lead to a (PASS) verdict or leads to a behaviour 
that is not considered in the test case because testing cannot be exhaustive. 
4.3. The DREXprotocol and its specijication 
The protocol used for our experiment is the DREX protocol. It is a military 
protocol which allows the access to the transit network of the French Air Force, 
defined in the framework of Integrated Service Military Network. It is quite similar of 
the DM protocol which is the analogous of the D protocol in the civil framework. The 
DREX protocol runs on a network called SOCRATE and connects several MTBX 
(Telecommunication Means of Air-Bases) at the T interface (see Fig. 1). 
This protocol has been chosen for several reasons. The protocol had to be an 
industrial one in order to prove the feasibility of automatic test generation methods 
on realistic specifications. An SDL specification of a similar protocol, the DM 
protocol, was still available, written by Cap Sesa Rkgions, partner of the project. Test 
cases written by hand by Cap Sesa with the help of the GEODE simulator were 
available. They have served as a basis for comparison with automatically generated 
test suites. 
The specification of the DREX protocol used in the study contains a functional 
description of the offered services and the specification of the user interface for the call 
command. It models the service of the DREX protocol on the entire network SOCRATE. 
Only a subset of services offered by the DREX protocol have been specified in SDL. 
These services are Priority, Roving User, Call Forwarding, Implicit Partitioning of 
T T 
MTBX 1 I MTBX 
< w 
DREX protocol 
Fig. 1. Reference configuration of the DREX protocol. 
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Users, Safety Path and User to User Signaling. A generic SDL specification has been 
written and instantiated for each service. So, there were as many SDL specifications as 
services. This means that tests have been produced for each service separately but the 
interaction between services has not been studied. The SDL specification models only 
one connection between two MTBX. They are called DR for the requesting MTBX 
and DE for the requested MTBX. The size of the SDL specification corresponding to 
each service is about 2000 lines. 
4.4. Spec$cation, test purpose and consistency relation 
A test purpose denotes an important part of a specification which should be tested. 
As the specification and the test purpose are formalized (in the context of automatic 
generation of test suites), we must also formalize the relation between the formal 
specification and the formal test purpose. This is done by means of a preoder relation 
between two automata, one for the test purpose the other for the specification. We call 
this relation the consistency relation. This is a weak notion of satisfaction meaning that 
at least one sequence of the specification is accepted by the automaton of the test 
purpose. A test case is derived from the specification and the test purpose if and only if 
both agree with the consistency relation. 
4.5. Test architecture 
In our experiment with the DREX protocol, we were only concerned with tests of 
the six services described above. There was three kinds of tests to generate. Tests of the 
subscription record of the MTBX, end-to-end tests which check the transmission of 
information between two MTBX and service tests which check the service given by the 
DREX protocol between two MTBX. As most tests concern the service provided by 
DREX, we can say that we are interested in interoperability testing. 
The test architecture chosen is shown in Fig. 2. 
The implementation of the DREX protocol on the entire network is seen as black 
box. The tester models the behaviour of two MTBX, named DR and DE connected to 
the network by the PCOs at interface T. The communication between an MTBX and 
the network is supposed to be asynchronous. According to [ 181, we are in the context 
of a simplified Multi Party Testing with no lower tester but two synchronized upper 
testers behaving as MTBX users. 
Fig. 2. Test configuration for DREX. 
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ENVIRONMENT TESTER 
DR DE 
Fig. 3. Concurrency in testing. 
The test architecture of the DREX has an influence on the generation of test 
cases. We are faced to the case where the tester cannot interact directly with the 
IUT but interacts with a test environment in which is placed the IUT. This has 
some influence on the way the tester can control and observe the IUT. As the 
communication between the tester and the IUT is asynchronous and two PCOs are 
considered, this may introduce concurrency in the behaviour. Suppose for example 
that the protocol receives the ETAB message from DR (the requesting MTBX). It 
treats the message with an internal procedure trt_etab and replies by sending in 
sequence ETAB to DE (the requested MTBX) and APP_COURS to DR. In an 
external view the receptions of ETAB in DE and APP_COURS in DR are concurrent 
(see Fig. 3 for an illustration). 
We have considered the influence of the test environment in the following way. We 
first assume the reasonable environment hypothesis which says that, each time the 
environment sends a message to the network, it waits until stabilization. This means 
that no new message can be sent by the environment until it receives all specified 
outputs of the protocol. This hypothesis allows to avoid concurrency between inputs 
and outputs by limiting the crossings of messages. 
Asynchronous communication is treated by considering that the tester does not 
check the IUT directly but checks the IUT in its test environment. Thus we transform 
the specification by coupling it with a model of the test environment. This can be seen 
as an extension of the approach of [24]. In their paper, they only considered one 
bidirectional PC0 while we have to cope with two PCOs. This was possible because 
of the reasonable nvironment hypothesis and because of the particular form of the 
specification. In this specification, an SDL transition is always an input followed by 
internal actions and outputs, and there does not exist output loops. Thus we only had 
to transform the sequence of outputs of the transition into diamonds modeling 
concurrency. 
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5. Generation method 
In this section we describe the TGV package. We detail each step of the test 
generation, describing inputs and outputs of each software component. We then 
describe more deeply the algorithm which constitutes the kernel of the TGV 
package. 
5.1. The TGVpackage 
The programmes developed for this study are intended to be coded in a complete 
integrated tool in which one could specify a protocol, analyze it with different 
verification methods and generate test suites. We have particularly taken care of the 
fact that all our algorithms can work on-the-fly during the computation of the 
specification graph. 
However, out ambition in this experiment was only to prove the feasibility of the 
approach. Thus the TGV prototype has been developed outside the verification tool 
GEODE (see Fig. 4). As a consequence, the TGV package (in grey in Fig. 4) takes as 
input a state graph produced by GEODE. The second input of TGV is the automaton 
formalizing the behavioural part of the test purpose. A test purpose may specify one or 
more test cases. In the context of our experiment, we have choosen to select arbitrarily 
one test case for one test purpose. The TGV package outputs one test case in the 
TTCN standard language, distinguishing the control (behaviour) and data (con- 
straints) parts. As usual, the intermediate form MP can be graphically displayed using 
TTCN-GR. 
TGV has been developed in the toolbox CADP described above. This was parti- 
cularly useful because CADP is an open environment which does not depend on 
a particular language. We have used GEODE as a SDL front-end but our prototype 
could be used with other languages like Lotos or Estelle. We now detail each part of 
the generation of a test case. 
5.2. Overview of the generation method 
The generation of a test case can be decomposed in several functional parts which 
are performed by different tools (see Fig. 4). 
Step 1: State graph generation with GEODE 
The inputs of GEODE are: 
l an SDL specification. 
l a set of messages (feeds) that the environment can send to the implementation. This 
is used to close the SDL specification with a restricted environment in order to limit 
the size of the state graph generated by GEODE. Message parameters can be fixed 
or not. Feeds are supposed to describe messages accepted by the implementation. 
l a set of filters which specify some forbidden transitions. These filters represent the 
constraint part of the test purpose. 
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TGV Package 
TTCN MP%&aviour TTCN MP constraints 
TTCN GR behaviour TTCN GR constraints 
Fig. 4. Architectural view of the TGV package. 
The GEODE simulator is used in verification mode with the reasonable enuiron- 
ment hypothesis. It generates the state graph corresponding to all possible behaviours 
of the protocol closed by feeds and constrained with filters. 
Step 2: Translation and mirror image 
This step is performed by a tool called geode_aldebarand. The graph generated 
by GEODE is translated into a graph in the Aldebaran format which represents the 
observable behaviour of the specification in its test environment. 
As the implementation is seen as a black box, we are only interested in the 
observable behaviour of the protocol i.e. interactions with its environment. Thus 
internal actions of the specification are replaced by an undistinguished invisible action 
denoted by z. The test environment is also taken into account (see Section 4.5). This 
means that the graph is transformed by the introduction of diamonds corresponding 
to interleavings which model concurrency. They are built on-the-fly during a traversal 
of the graph. 
As we now consider the tester view, we also perform a mirror image of the graph i.e. 
inputs are replaced by outputs and vice versa. 
Another feature of geode_aldebaranr2 is filtering of message parameters. This 
helps in producing readable test suites in which only parameters of the message which 
are significant for a particular test purpose are preserved. 
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Step 3: Minimization and determinization with Aldebaran 
At this step Aldebaran minimizes the graph produced by the preceding step with 
respect o the z*a equivalence and determinizes the result. 
The z*a equivalence preserves afety properties and the minimization with respect 
to this equivalence is very efficient in practice. Minimization roughly means that only 
observable actions are preserved and states with same observable behaviours are 
collapsed. Collapsing is in fact not necessary, the important thing here is only the 
hiding of r actions. This is crucial in an on-the-fly perspective because on-the-fly 
minimization is not efficient. During this step, the graph is also determinized 
because the tester cannot see non-deterministic hoices of the protocol. The graph 
produced is called external view graph and represents the external view of the protocol 
behaviour. 
Step 4: Test graph generation 
This is the kernel of the tool. The algorithm is based on a depth-first traversal of 
a synchronous product of the external view graph and the automaton representing the 
test purpose. As usual, this traversal can be limited by a maximal depth. States of the 
product are composed of a state p TP of the automaton and a state ps of the graph. 
A transition t is fireable in a state ( pTP, p”) of the product and leads to (qTP, 4’) in two 
cases. Either t is fireable in the graph in state ps and leads to qs and t is fireable in the 
automaton in state pTP and leads to qTP; or t is fireable in ps and leads to qs but t is not 
fireable in pTP, in which case pTP = qTP. Th is means that the specification always 
progress but the automaton progresses only when it is synchronized with the speci- 
fication. 
During the traversal, several computations are performed: 
l the algorithm checks the consistency relation between the test purpose and the 
specification. This is done during the descent in the traversal. When an accepting 
state is reached, a postamble is computed by a search of a shortest path to the initial 
state. 
l a skeleton graph is synthesized while backtracking. This graph contains some 
sequences without loop of the synchronized product which contain an accepting 
state of the automaton and reaches the initial state of the specification (postambles 
are added). The graph satisfies the controlability condition which says that the tester 
controls its outputs. Thus, if an output is fireable in a state of the graph, no other 
transition is fireable. 
l the transitions of the skeleton graph are decorated with verdicts with the meaning 
described in Section 4.2. This is illustrated by Fig. 5. 
This algorithm is a depth first search of the product graph combined with a breadth 
first search for the computation of the shortest postambles. Its complexity is linear in 
the size of the state graph of the specification times the size of the test purpose 
automaton. The algorithm is explained in more detail in the annex and in [12]. 
Step 5: Management of timers 
Timers are used to detect deadlocks or unobservable loops of the IUT. When an 
input is expected by the tester, it does not want to wait for an unbounded time because 
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EXTERNAL VIEW GRAPH TEST PURPOSE 
Accept 
Fig. 5. Construction of the test graph. 
an unobservable rror may have occurred in the IUT. The difficulty in managing 
timers comes from the necessary distinction between concurrency and choice. Notice 
that this occurs only for inputs. Timers are managed by TGV in the following way (see 
Fig. 6 for an example). 
A timer tm is associated to each possible input of the message m by the tester. The 
timer tm is started in the last transition which necessarily precedes the input of m. In 
all states where an input of m is expected, a timeout of tm may occur. When m is 
received, each timers tm’ corresponding to an expected input m’ which is not 
concurrent with m must be cancelled. Thus tm is at least cancelled when m is received 
but also in each other input choice not concurrent with m. 
Timers are generated uring a depth first traversal of the skeleton graph. Concur- 
rency between inputs is computed during the traversal. The rules for the management 
of timers are original and much more complete than those found in the literature 
which never consider the concurrency problem. These rules insure that all deadlocks 
of the IUT are detected by a timeout. 
At the end of this step, we have a graph called test graph containing all the 
informations needed for the generation of a test case in TTCN. This graph is in the 
Aldebaran format. All informations such as message names, message parameters, 
verdicts, timers are contained in transitions labels. 
Step 6: TTCN generation 
In this last step, the tool aut2ttcnmp takes as input the test graph generated 
at the preceding step, and produces two files. The first file describes constraints, in 
fact the parameters of messages. The second file describes the behavioural part of 
the test case obtained by unfolding the test graph in a tree. An identifier is used 
to refer to the parameters of messages in the other file. Both files are in TTCN MP 
format. They are then translated into files in TTCN GR format by mpp.bin, a tool 
of VERILOG. 
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Fig. 6. Management of timers in TGV. 
6. Experiment with the DREX protocol 
In this section we describe how the experiment has been carried out on the DREX 
protocol. We first describe how test purposes have been formalized to serve as inputs 
to the test generation. We then give the quantitative results of the experiment and 
finally qualitative results by comparison with hand written test suites. 
6. I. Formalization of test purposes 
Test purposes were given in natural language and had to be formalized. An informal 
test purpose describes the context of the test and an abstract property of some 
interactions. 
The context of the test is concerned with properties of the subscription record of the 
users or properties of the network. The subscription record is modeled in the 
specification by the use of undefined operators on abstract data types, generally 
boolean operators involving choices between transitions of the specification. An 
example of context is “The requesting MTBX does not have access to this service” or 
“The network is saturated”. We have formalized these contexts by filters, a mechanism 
of the GEODE simulator which allows to disable some transitions. 
The remainder of the test purpose describes sequencing properties between inputs 
and outputs of the tester and network, as well as properties on parameters of 
messages. For example, “The requested MTBX receives an ESTABLISHMENT 
message containing the parameter User to User Information (IUU). It sends an ALERT 
message with parameter IUU. Verify that the networks sends to the requesting MTBX 
an ALERT message with parameter IUU”. 
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As we are mainly concerned with the sequencing of actions, the relations between 
parameters have been treated in a simple way. We only consider equality between 
parameters. As test cases describe the behaviour of the testing process, the network 
actions have to be translated into tester actions. In our example “the network sends to 
the requesting MTBX” has to be replaced by an input of the MTBX. Care must be 
taken in this transformation because if the test purpose describes two output actions 
of the network through different PCO, then this may involve concurrency in the 
reception of these messages, translated into interleaving. This behavioural part of the 
test purposes has been translated into automata in the Aldebaran format (see below 
the automaton of the example). 
des(O,3,4) 
(0, “de?etab(fuu = (if-present = false, value = fuuh), iUU = (if-present = trus, vahs =iuUb))“, 1) 
(1, “dslalept,(fuu = (if-present = false, value = fuu_b), iuu = (if-present = true, VtiUe = iuu-b))“, 2) 
(2, ‘g&?defi(fuu = (if-present = false, value = fuu_b), iuu = (if-present = false, value = iuu-bb))“, 3) 
Accept 3 
In general, test purposes were as simple as this example. Only a small subset of test 
purposes contains interleavings of actions. 
6.2. Quantitative results 
62.1. Generation of the protocol graph 
The experiment has been carried out on a SparcStation 5 with 32 MB of RAM. 
The size of each specification (one for each service treated as described in Section 
4.3) is approximately 2000 lines of SDL. Depending on the environment fixed by the 
feed mechanism and the test context fixed by filters, the size of the state graph 
generated by GEODE was from 1000 to 10000 states and from 1500 to 15 000 
transitions. Once minimized the size of external view graphs was roughly divided by 
100. The time spent by GEODE for the generation of these state graphs and 
Aldebaran for the minimization and determinization was between 3.5 and 427 s. The 
memory size (data + stack) used by GEODE and Aldebaran was between 788 and 
18 748 kbytes. This is the most expensive part of the test generation process which is 
often called “state space explosion”. Our limits are those of verification tools. With 
exhaustive verification tools like GEODE we can reasonably treat specifications 
having up to one million states. However, these limits can be pushed with symbolic 
exploration (state space implicitly represented with Binary Decision Diagrams for 
example) or on-the-fly generation (generation of tests while traversing the state space). 
62.2. Formal description of test purposes 
We have considered 40 test purposes. The size of an automaton specifying a test 
purpose is from 2 to 6 transitions and 3 to 5 states. The mean time spent for the 
formalization of one test purpose has been about 5 min. This includes the description 
of the context by filters and the specification of the behaviour part by an automaton. 
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62.3. Generation of test suites 
The time spent by the TGV package for the production of one test case (including 
step 2 to step 5, starting with the graph produced by GEODE) was between 0.7 and 
1.7 s and the memory size used by TGV was between 228 and 408 kbytes. These good 
results can be explained by the linear complexity of the main algorithm. The size of 
test cases produced varies between 2 transitions and 100 transitions. 
6.3. Comparison with hand written tests cases 
A test suite of 54 test cases corresponding to the 54 informal test purposes had 
already been written by hand. These test cases had been written without any formal 
definition of conformance. But the examination of the specification and test cases 
showed us that the conformance relation was almost the same as ioconfF (see 
Section 4.2). Hand written test cases have served as a basis for the analysis of our 
results. We have compared test cases generated automatically with hand written ones 
and have found a lot of similarities but also a lot of differences. The differences 
observed are principally due to the fact that TGV treats concurrency and timers in 
a systematic way. 
Before to sketch the main differences, let us make some remarks. TGV is just 
a prototype in which we have not much emphasis on the behavioural part of test cases. 
So it could not take into account all the possibilities of the TTCN language. We 
produce pseudo-TTCN in which some fields of TTCN, like test group, test purpose, 
comments and default libraries are not generated. A test case generated by TGV 
contains a preamble and postambles attached to the test body, although TTCN 
allows to separate them in different files. TGV does not consider the hierarchical 
structure of a test suite as it is intended to be integrated in a complete tool. 
63.1. The reasonable environment hypothesis 
In our opinion, the most important differences concern the behaviour part of test 
cases. A lot of differences can be explained by the hypothesis made on the behaviour of 
the environment. We have assumed the reasonable enuironment hypothesis because we 
thought that it corresponds to the behaviour of the tester. But in hand written test 
cases, this hypothesis is not always assumed. The reason is probably because test 
developers already have in mind the test run process on the real implementation and 
implicitly use their experience with the protocol. 
This is the case in the following example. The test purpose says that after 
DR!ETAB, we must have DE?ETAB. In the specification, there is an input of ETAB 
from DR followed by the outputs of ETAB to DE and APP-COURS to DR. 
Asynchronism implies the concurrency between DE?ETAB and DR?APP_COURS. 
The test case generated by TGV is in Table 1 while the hand written test case is shown 
in Table 2. 
The difference between the two test cases lies between lines 8-12 of the automatic 
test case and lines 7-8 of the hand written test case. In the latter, after DE?ETAB, the 
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Table 1 
Test case produced by TGV 
No. Behaviour description Constraints ref. Verdict 
1 dr! etab, START tetab, START tapp_tours 
2 dr? app-tours, CANCEL tapp-tours 
3 de? etab, CANCEL tetab 
4 dr! flib, START tflib 
5 de? flib, CANCEL tflib 
6 ? tfilb 
7 ? tetab 
8 de? etab, CANCEL tetab 
9 dr? app_tours, CANCEL tapp_tours 
10 dr! flib, START tflib 
11 de? flib, CANCEL tflib 
12 ? tflib 
13 ? tapp-tours 
14 ? tapp-tours 


















Hand written test case (details discarded). The postamble POST_LIB_DRS-DES cancels 
timers and performs the outputs DR!FLIB and DE!FLIB 
No. Behaviour description Constraints ref. Verdict 
1 dr! etab, START TW303, START TWAIT 
2 dr? app_tours, CANCEL TW303 
3 de? etab, CANCEL TWAIT 
4 + POST_LIB_DRS_DES 
5 ? TIMEOUT TWAIT 
6 dr! flib 
I de? etab, CANCEL TWAIT, CANCEL TW303 
8 + POST-LIB-DRS_DES 
9 ? TIMEOUT TW303 
10 dr!flib, CANCEL TWAIT 
11 ? TIMEOUT TWAIT 














action DR?APP_COURS is not considered. It is supposed that the tester can decide 
to make outputs before inputs (control has priority on observation). Nevertheless, we 
think that it is safer to assume the reasonable environment hypothesis and wait for 
DR?APP_COURS before applying the postamble. If one wants to link test cases, it 
may happen that forgotten receptions like DR?APP_COURS have an influence on 
a subsequent test case which may lead to a FAIL verdict although a PASS verdict 
should be produced. 
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6.3.2. Postambles 
Another difference which also appears in the previous example concerns pos- 
tambles. In hand written test cases there are postambles after FAIL verdicts. In our 
point of view, if a FAIL verdict has been produced, it is impossible to know in which 
state the implementation is. Thus the effect of a postamble starting from the current 
state of the IUT is not foreseeable. Thus it is impossible to insure that the initial state 
is reachable without a reset. However, postambles after INCONCLUSIVE verdicts 
are relevant. This is not yet implemented in TGV but poses no problem. 
Postambles are often not the same as in hand written tests. This is due to the choice 
of messages ent by the tester to the implementation and specified in feeds. 
6.3.3. Concurrency 
Concurrency between events are sometimes forgotten in hand written test cases. It 
often happens in complex test cases because it is difficult to foresee the behaviour of 
the protocol without an automatic tool, especially in the case of concurrency. The 
dramatic consequency is that some hand written test cases are not correct: their 
execution might produce a FAIL verdict for a conformant implementation. 
6.3.4. Timers 
In hand written test cases, timers corresponding to internal protocol timers are 
used. This is not conformant to the black box testing paradigm. Internal timers are 
not observable and should not be used in test cases. They can be used only in order to 
help in adjusting the values of timers when test cases are executed. But they are not 
sufficient as transmission delays also have to be taken into account. We have 
considered another point of view in which timers used in test cases are events of the 
environment. 
6.3.5. Specijication constraints 
TGV often produces INCONCLUSIVE verdicts which do not appear in hand 
written tests. This typically occurs when we have not sufficiently constrained the 
context by filters. Thus the state graph has more behaviour that in the case where the 
context is correctly fixed. As choices are made by the protocol, these supplementary 
behaviours start with receptions of the tester. But as these behaviours do not lead to 
a (PASS) verdict, the receptions have to be considered as INCONCLUSIVE. Thus 
these differences between automatic and hand written test cases have not been 
considered as errors. However, for each test case it is necessary to exactly specify 
which context is considered. Otherwise, FAIL verdicts could be pronounced in place 
of INCONCLUSIVE verdicts. 
6.3.6. Interpretation of informal test purposes 
Differences due to the interpretation of test purposes is unavoidable because of the 
ambiguity of natural language. Without a deep knowledge of the protocol, it is 
sometimes impossible to know what is the exact meaning of a test purpose. This is 
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a strong argument for the use of formalized test purposes by automata or other 
formalisms like MSCs or temporal logics. Ambiguities disappear with formalization 
and everybody can agree on the exact meaning of test purposes. 
6.4. Comparison with test cases produced by TVkda and Topic V2 
The main advantage of TGV with regard to the other tools used in the experiment is 
the fact that TGV was the only tool able to take into account the asynchronism 
between the tester and the IUT. Another advantage of TGV is the management of 
timers which is more elaborated. 
The comparison with Topic V2 was relatively easy because they used almost the 
same principles. The algorithms of TGV are more efficient and complete than those of 
Topic V2. But Topic V2 allows to specify test purposes in MSCs or extended 
automata, produces declarations and constraints and has a better user interface. 
TV&da is more complete than TGV as it produces complete TTCN descriptions 
with declarations and constraints, test purposes, comments, etc. Comparion between 
TGV and TV&da concerning the behavioural part of test cases is more difficult as their 
principles are very different. In TVtda, test purposes are implicit (each transition of 
the SDL specification is a test purpose). Thus TVeda produced more test cases. Some 
of them did not correspond to any informal test purpose, thus could not be produced 
by TGV or Topic. Some others were discarded afterwards because they had inconsist- 
ent constraints on message parameters. A new version of TV&da based on reachability 
analysis was still in development during the study [S]. Comparing our results with 
results produced by this new version would be interesting. 
7. Conclusions 
During one year, we have carried out a study which goal was to prove that formal 
methods can be successfully applied for the generation of test suites. The interest of 
our industrial partners was motivated by economical considerations. They want to 
reduce the time spent for the development of test suites by hand. 
We have shown that some formal techniques developed in the area of verification 
could be useful and profit-earning for the automatic generation of test suites. We have 
formalized the notion of test preorder and have developed a generation algorithm 
based on a depth traversal of a synchronous product of the graph representing the 
external behaviour of the protocol specification and an automaton formalizing a test 
purpose. A prototype has been developed which accepts as inputs specifications 
written in different languages (at present connections with SDL and Lotos are 
available). We have used standardized languages like SDL for the specification and 
TTCN for test suites and the best known algorithmic tools have been applied. We 
have been able to generate test suites for the DREX protocol which is a real industrial 
example, without coming up against a considerable algorithmic complexity. Graphs 
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have been generated and translated in a reasonable time. All this augurs well of the 
viability of a forthcoming integrated tool. 
Produced results conform with what was intended. We have been able to automati- 
cally generate test cases corresponding to all hand written ones. Moreover, the gain in 
quality is undeniable as some hand written tests cases have been proved incorrect 
while they were correctly generated with TGV. This proves, if it was necessary, that 
automation is indispensable for test suite generation. Particularly the systematic 
treatment of concurrency and timers offers more safety. The only shortcoming is that 
our automatic method requires time to specify the protocol and formalize test 
purposes. But this is amply balanced by the benefit in time and quality of automatic 
methods. This is particularly true in a long term perspective where formalization will 
be more integrated in the development process. 
Like all automatic test suite generation methods, we suppose that a protocol 
specification is given. But we also need formalized test purposes. Thus, from a 
user point of view, the effort is in the specification of the protocol and the con- 
ception and formalization of test purposes. We think that this conception of test 
purposes can be done during the process of specification. Afterwards according to 
the nature of test purposes, they can be modelled using automata, MSCs or temporal 
logic. 
If we consider the type of algorithm used, we can envisage to develop these methods 
on-the-fly. In fact, the CADP environment gives access to high level primitives for 
graph traversal allowing to couple simulation and verification, or test sequence 
generation. The advantage is that one can use the algorithm on specifications which 
state graph cannot be completely generated. The drawback is that we cannot minim- 
ize the state graph with Aldebaran but this is not absolutely necessary. 
For on-the-fly generation of test cases, CADP must also treat data in a more 
complete way. This is not yet done as graphs in the Aldebaran format and the 
transition function of CADP do not give access to data types. Offering this possibility 
would allow to really apply on-the-fly verification techniques for the generation of test 
suites and would also enrich verification methods. 
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Appendix A. The generation algorithm of TGV 
The generation algorithm combines four main functions described below. But for 
the sake of readability, we only present he first part of the test generation algorithm: 
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l It checks the consistency relation and synthesizes the skeleton graph. The 
algorithm performs a depth-first traversal of the graph associated to the 
synchronous product between the external view graph and the automaton specify- 
ing the test purpose. It checks that a sequence in the synchronous product 
reaches a state in which the automaton component is an accepting state. In this 
case, it searches a sequence in the external view graph leading to the initial state 
of the graph. Meanwhile, starting from accepting states, it synthesizes the skeleton 
graph which 
l It computes the shortest postamble, using a breadth first search. In the complete 
algorithm this search is called when an accepting state is reached. 
l It ensures the controlability condition of the tester on its outputs. If an output is 
enable in a state of the test graph, then all the other transitions are discarded. This is 
done during the traversal and allows to cut some parts of the graph. 
l The skeleton graph is decorated with verdicts and timers to produce the test graph 
used to generate TTCN suites. Verdicts are assigned to transitions while backtrack- 
ing in the traversal. Timers are produced afterwards during another depth first 
search. 
To allow the DFS computation, several data structures and functions are 
required. 
A.]. Data structures 
l r is a stack with elements y = (a, (qTP, q’), 1) = (y . Act, y. State, y. Succ) where 
a is the last action preceding (qTP,qS) (E for initial state (&:t, qf”it)), (qTP, qs) is 
a couple of states of the synchronous product, 1 is the list of successors of (qTP, qs) 
(see below). The stack r is managed through the usual operations “push”, “pop” and 
“top”. 
l Result is a boolean value, initially set to false, and set to true if the test purpose is 
consistent with the specification. Its value is returned by dfi. 
l Q is the set of states of the synchronous product. T/ c Q is the set of stored visited 
states which are no longer in r. 
l Pre, Test and Post are the sets of nodes in the preamble, the test body or the 
postamble respectively. They are updated by the function create_trans. 
l Nodes is a subset of V whose elements are the vertices of the test graph. 
Initially, Nodes is Accept x {q:nit}. Trans is the set of transitions of the test 
graph. 
A.2. Functions 
l The function succ-list delivers the successors list of a given compound state, 
choose-and-remove chooses a transition and removes it from the list. 
l create_trans updates transitions and nodes of the test graph. 
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function dfs ((qL$, qF*it) : state) returns boolean is 
begin 
V := 0; r := 0; Result :=false;Post := Accept x {qf”it}; Pre := 8; Test := 8; 
Nodes := Post; Trans := $; Pass := 8; (Pass) := (b; Inconc := 8; 
1:~ succ-list((q%, q?nit)); push((&, (4%, 4Fnit), 4 r); 
while (r # 8) loop 
(a, (PTP,PS), 1) := topm 
if (1 # 8) then 
choose-and-remove (b, (qTP, q’), 1); 
if ((qTP, qS))$(VuTuAccept x {qF”it})) then /* new state */ 
I’ := succ_list((qTP, 4’)); push((b, (qTP, q’), l’), r); 
else if ((qT’, qs) E Nodes) then 
create_trans( (pTP, p’), b, ( qTP, 4’)) 
end if 
else ip*olp;ry and (a, (pTP, P’), I) = top(r) */ 
if ((p”, ps) E Nodes and r # 8) then 
create_trans(top(r). state, a, (pTP, p’)); 
end if 
v := Vu{(pTP, pS)}; 
end if 
end loop 
if ((qT,$, qfnit) E Pre and (Accept x {qfnit} E V)) then Result := true; end if 
return(Result) 
end 
procedure create-trans((pTP, p’), b, (qTP, 4’)) is 
begin 
Nodes := Nodes u{ (pTP, p”)} 
Trans := Trans u{ (pTP, p’), b, (qTP, 4’)) 
if (( qTP, qs) E Post) then 
if ((p” = qTP)) then Post := Postu{(pTP,pS)} 
else Test := Test u((pTP,pS)} 
end if 
else if ((qTp, qs) E Test) then 
if ((p” = 4%) and (qTP = qLTt)) then Pre := Preu{(pTP,pS)} 
else Test := Testu{(pTP,qS)} 
end if 
else if ((qTP, qs) E Pre) then Pre := Preu ((pTP,pS)) 
end if 
end 
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function succ_list ((pTP, p”)) returns list of (action, state) is 
begin 
if (((p” = 4%))) then 
return( {(a, (4%, 4’)) I P’ % 4’1) 
else 
retUrn( { (a, (qTP, 4’)) 1 ps k qs and (pTP %rp qTP or (1 (pTP %Tp) and 
4 TP = P”)))) 
end 
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